
 
 

Minutes  
1st November 2021 

 
Chair: Rachel Beardsworth, 

 
Attendees: Carla Butler, Kate Masey, 

Caroline Dean, Phil Thompson, Esther Thorpe Mark Syrett 
Apologies Tracy Day 

 
 

No. Item 

1. Agree previous minutes/Trello actions 

• Minutes were agreed 

• ACTION: Tech day to be organised by Rachel 

• ACTION: Caroline to ask Jane to keep some Kit at gig shed to be sold on 
site.  

• ACTION:  Kate to contact Christina for clearing all pre-owned kit 
 
Member question included as annex 1 below.  
Response agreed: 
 
Thank you for submitting your question which was discussed by the committee on the 
1st November.   
 
The gig club has been successful in expanding its membership considerably in the last 
year.  Due to the number of available cox’s the committee believe that fixed crews 
would provide limited opportunities for the wider membership and may lead to 
unfairness.  The club continually strives to be inclusive and accessible as part of it’s 
core values, and the open row model is seen as fair by the committee and an agreed 
approach with cox’s who give their time voluntarily.  In making this decision the 
committee are also mindful of the need for race crews to train and bring newer 
rowers up to a higher level, as all rowers in the club have been, we see it as part of the 
ongoing development process for rowers and the club, something all rowers have 
benefited from and we expect that supportive approach to continue. Other clubs have 
different approaches so our flexibility of membership remains in place. 
 
 

2. Finance  
Bank Balance on 31st October  

• Current account - £18561.44   

• Reserve account £20578.18    

• Row dough not used £ 2532.00  

• Esther confirmed 3k received from BUPA following application to be added. 



 
3. Membership 

• Associate membership implementation 

8 Associate members have responded to the change and membership accounts were 
adjusted. Comprising of;  25 associates, 69 full members, 52 novices and 43 beginners  

• Committee decision comms to members. 

ACTION: Rachel to send out a statement after each committee meeting around 
discussion and decisions and actions. Associate need new health form by end of 
month /full members reminded For AGM. 

• Member survey discussion  

ACTION: Mark to replicate and update/ send out survey. Survey and Committee roles 
to be promoted at the Xmas Dinner. 
 
 

4. Policy Update 
Committee signed off Social Media, Equalities and Diversity, Membership and Code of 
Conduct polices which will be added to website. 
ACTION: Safeguarding, complaints and smoking/vaping policies to be rolled onto next 
meeting as larger documents. 
ACTION: Mark to send Carla policies as locked PDFs for website and word versions on 
Dropbox which needs old versions deleting. 
 

5. Cox Update 

• Race training /schedule implementation. 
Needs to be confirmed by Coxs at the next meeting Monday 

• Coxes meeting structure. 
These are monthly meetings and are scheduled to April 

• Scillies/SEEGL attendance 
Rachel updated the committee on cox’s feeling that club should not take part in 
Scillies and focus on local Regattas now SEEGL is 16 strong as less clubs are registered 
for Scillies.  Committee voted to stay local and not attend Scillies whilst developing 
race crews to a good standard. 

• CPGA EGM vote/AGM attendance. 
Mark will be in attendance.  

• Juniors 
Coxes to be British rowing registered if working with juniors they also need to be DBS 
covered. Costs incurred by cox’s supporting juniors to be covered by NGRC. Voted and 
agreed Cox’s to register and claim back via Caroline 

• ‘The golden oar’ and suggested use.   
Committee reflected on the sad sudden news of John’s passing.  Rachel proposed the 
oar will be used as remembrance for past members with names added to oar.  
Unanimously agreed by committee.  

6. Health & Safety  

• Rear white light -   



 
Once shed has power it will be easier to charge the rear white light. ACTION: Phil to 
purchase another nav light. Spend agreed by committee 

7. Publicity/Marketing  

Social media policy agreed on earlier item. Discussion led by Rachel on page and 
group, stats on both sites provided. Committee unanimously agreed to remove 
Amelie, cox’s and indoor rowing Facebook sites. Facebook group date to be reviewed. 

 

8. Safeguarding and Welfare 
All committee and Cox’s and Trustees to be DBS checked by 1st Jan. 
 
 

8. Fundraising and Bids 
Committee noted that several significant bids are outstanding and should hear 
outcomes soon.  

 

10 Railway Quay Update 
Gig club space to be potentially rented for Yoga classes. ACTION: Mark to keep 
committee updated.  
 

11 Amelie working party update 
Event scheduled on 6th for working party to erect cover , trestles,banners, notice 
boards etc. 
 

 AOB 
 
The club has been nominated for the Rix & Kay Solicitors LLP Inclusion and Diversity 
Award at the Sussex Sports Awards 2021.  Mark and Rachel have also been nominated 
for volunteer of the year. Results to be announced on Thursday 25th November 
awarded ceremony in Hove. Committee congratulated all.  
  

 

Next meeting – Monday 6th December 6.30pm (NOTE NEW TIME) 
Next Chair: Tracey to Chair. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
ANNEX 1  
 

Re: Crew based rowing 
 
I know this has been raised in the past but I would like to raise the subject again. I would 
also ask my request and the response of the committee be minuted for transparency – 
especially for any newer members who may not be aware this has been raised previously 
by myself (and probably others). 
 
I would like the committee to reconsider allowing the formation of fixed crews. I am not 
talking about forming crews for racing – that is another subject. I am asking if fixed crews 
can be formed for a period of time eg. 2 or 3 months. The perceived benefits as I see 
them : 
1. Working together as a crew that regularly row together with similar experience/ability. 
At present some rows are of very mixed ability which may impact the nature of the row. 
Newer rowers should never feel intimidated whilst those with more experience/higher 
fitness could explore more challenging rows regarding pace, exertion and technique etc. 
NB. Not racing to be clear! 
2. Gives the Cox, for those that choose, an opportunity to plan a programme of 
development where everyone is moving forward at the same pace and eg. practising 
drills etc (not unlike the successful Learn to Row programme at NGRC). At the moment 
each Open Row presents like starting off fresh each time with no opportunity for 
continuity. 
3. Members could choose a slot that works for them on a regular basis meaning they will 
get a regular row rather than the lottery of Open Rows. 
4. There will still be “cross over” due to the inevitable scenario where a crew member 
cannot make their regular row due to illness/holiday/social etc. In that scenario the seat 
could be opened up for someone to sub in. As well as rowing with NGRC I also row with 
ARC and the crew based rowing in conjunction with Open Rows/subbing in works very 
well. We are so lucky to have 3 gig clubs in the Ouse valley and we can all learn from each 
other. 
5 When I first joined NGRC there was a crew based row (centred around a certain well 

known sweet      ) which was perhaps seen as contentious or cliquey by some (as it was 
not open) but I believe if the offer of joining a crew (or not) was done with transparency 
and fairness then the impression of exclusivity or a clique would be eliminated. 
6. Priority for Open Rows could be saved for those who do not wish or who cannot 
commit to a regular slot and if places on the Open Rows are unfilled then at that point 
seats could be offered to those who have elected to row in a regular crew slot. Hopefully 
this would help lessen the “bun fight” element of trying to book on an Open Row and 
relieve some of the burden for coxes trying to work out who to offer rows to. 
 
This is the bones of my suggestion. Obviously there is detail to be worked out but I would 
really like to hear back from NGRC that they are willing to try this for all the reasons I 
have stated above. 
 
Thank you for the time taken to read, and hopefully, consider this. 
Tina Warren 


